
1150 West 81st Street, Suite 100
Kansas City, MO 64114
amy@skinstudiokc.com 
(816) 729-5324

Client Waxing Consent

*CONFIDENTIAL* 

DATE 
NAME 
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP 
PHONE 
EMAIL 
DATE OF BIRTH 

Are you using Retin-A, Alpha Hydroxy, Tetracycline or any other skin medications? 
Any medications you are currently taking? 
Have you had any reactions to waxing before? 
Are you pregnant? __________ Are you expecting or in a menstrual cycle? _________ 
Will you be out in the sun or in a tanning bed within 24 hours? ____________ 

Brazilian Clients Only:
□ I understand I have the right to opt out anytime during the session if I feel uncomfortable for no service charge. 
□ I understand that there are inherent risks associated with waxing such as allergic reactions, irritation, burning, redness, 
bruising, swelling, red bumps, welts and breakouts, but will not hold Skin Studio KC liable. 
□ I understand that I must refrain from any physical activities including sex or exercise for 24 hours.
□ I understand that it takes up to 3 sessions to establish a good waxing cycle and not all of the hair will come out perfectly on 
the first session. 
□ I understand that in order to get flawless hair removal for the Brazilian wax I cannot shave or trim between sessions. 
□ I understand and am aware that if I miss a session after 4 to 6 weeks that my hair may become course, resistant and hard 
to wax again. 
□ I understand that I cannot tan or sunbathe for 24 hours after because it can cause hyperpigmentation (brown spots.)  
□ I understand that, if I am not satisfied, I will contact Skin Studio KC by phone (816-729-5324) as soon as possible within 
72 hours of my service. 
□ I agree and allow Skin Studio KC to perform a waxing service on me today. I also agree that I am over the age of 18 in 
order for Skin Studio KC to perform this service. 

Client Date 

Male Brazilian Client Policy:
Skin Studio KC is one of just a few established places in KC that offer male waxing services. Due to the nature of the service 
and the intimate areas of the body accessed during these services, Skin Studio KC maintains a strict and professional policy 
regarding appropriate behavior by clients during such service visits. Should the client at any time act in any way that is deemed 
inappropriate by the Skin Studio KC staff, the visit will be terminated immediately and payment for the service in full must be 
made regardless of the current stage of hair removal.

In case of improper conduct by the client, all future appointments will be terminated and incident(s) will be reported to the 
Kansas City Police Department, if warranted. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation in these policies. Skin Studio 
KC provides the very best in professional esthetic hair removal services to our valued male clients. 


